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Etheraction introduces the world’s first 4G terminal based on
DAB/GSM/GPRS

Etheraction introduces the world’s first 4G terminal based on Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and
GSM/GPRS.

”We are very pleased to be able to provide multimedia services for mobile terminals at a speed that not
even most stationary computers can offer”, says Etheraction AB’s managing director, Robert Kornfeld.

By introducing its 4G terminal, Etheraction launches the world’s first mobile terminal for wireless
reception of interactive and multimedia services at a transmission rate of 1.5 Mbps.

The terminal is designed for use together with a hand-held computer (a Compaq iPAQ in the first
release). The result is a convergence of broadcast data services, a GSM/GPRS telephone and a hand-
held computer that allow connection to the Internet.

The unique feature of the terminal is that – besides allowing connection of a hand-held computer via
GSM/GPRS – it can receive IP traffic over DAB and support all standardized digital radio services.
This means that large amounts of data can be sent to large groups of users at considerably higher
speed than today’s GPRS networks and future UMTS networks can provide.

For more information  visit:
www.etheraction.com

or contact:

Robert Kornfeld, CEO, Etheraction AB
Phone: +46 8 555 727 00
robert.kornfeld@etheraction.com

With a unique combination of the best of broadcast and telecom technology, Etheraction introduces a
revolutionary new solution for delivering affordable wireless broadband services over an existing
infrastructure to the mobile market. The solution enables the consumer to receive hundreds MB of
attractive multimedia services - news, games, financial information, TV, video, music etc - daily.

The solution allows the users to watch live TV or video, listen to the radio, get news and information,
make a phone call or send an e-mail, carry out transactions and play games - on the move in a single
device. Etheraction has created a completely new mobile entertainment and information medium.
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